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CURRENTS
Central Banks Are Creatures of Financial Crises
From the BOE to the Fed, Institutions That Sprang From Burst Bubbles Adopt New Shapes in Current Convulsions
Since the beginning of the financial crisis in 2007, the F~deral Reserve has come to the rescue so many times that even seasoned central-bank watchers
have trouble keeping track.
It has injected more than $1
trillion into the financial system.
It has backstopped corporate
short-term lending. It has cut its
overnight target rate from 5.25%
in August 2007 to between zero
and 0.25%--the lowest levelin the
Fed’s 95 years. Since it can’t lower
rares any more, it has begun effectively to print money in an attempt to bolster the economy.
But its actions don’t seem so
extraordinary fl’om the perspective of tin’ee centuries of centralbanking history. Central banks
have been built on financial crises,
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